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Abstract

What an agent, hG, says to a hearer, HE, abou~
what he/she sees while moving throa;3h an c~Jv,-
ronment is an interesting anchorpoint for an im
tegrated view on visual perception, natural lan-
guage and movement. This communicative act
is called incremental route description. Human
behavior such as this is investigated by differ-
ent research communities, such as environmen-
tal psychology, urban planning and artificial in-
telligence. We briefly present a computational
model called MOSES by presenting its processes
and representations. In a 3-dimensional envi-
ronment model, the visual perception process of
MOSES starts at a high-level description of objects.
[n this paper, we will focus on object identifica-
tion and their representation on different levels.
Furthermore, we suggest a distributed planning
approach which controls tile input processes (vi-
sual perception and wa3 ~,n(ling) and the pres. 
tation procc.~se.~ (speeci: aeratio, and ges,,..J:e
generation).

Introduction
When we investigate the interaction with the physi-
cal world, visual perception and natural language are
the most important input and output channels. Vi-
sual perception allows us to adapt our behavior to the
current environment. Natural language enables us to
communicate with others about circumstances in the
current environment. Hence, real intelligent behaviour
of an agent in the physical world must consider both
information channels. But it is not sufficient to use
natural language ~u.d visual perception indep~’ndently.
Information presented b} visual perception i~ funda-
mental when we dcsct’ibe spatial aspects of fi,e envi-
ronment. But al.,,, uatura, mguagc :~,u inflt..:nce vi-
sual perception. For instance, when you are told to
look at the right side of the street, natural language
guides visual perception.
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The question behind studies which investigate the
connection of visual perception and natural language
is: How can we discuss what we see? It is commonly as-
sumed that information provided by visual perception
is sufficient to produce natural language descriptions
about spatial configurations. Using this assumption,
we will discuss the interaction between visual percep-
tion, natural language, and movement. In our project
VITRA (Visual TRAnslator), we investigate the natu-
ral language access to visual data (cf. (Andr4 et al.
89)). In this context we have constructed a model
for the generation of incremental route descriptions
(cf. (Maal3 93; Maaf~ 94)). With incremental we mean

that agent hG moves along the path towards the des-
tination and describes actions step-by-step to a hearer
HE. Therefore hG uses information obtained by visual
perception.

Route descriptions are common communicative ac-
tions of everyday life which can be divided into two
classes: complete (or pre-trip) route descriptions and
incremental route descriptions. In order to give a de-
scription of the entire route, we use a complete route
description. Here, a common problem for the route
finders is remembering many details simultanously. En
route to their destination, route finders normally can-
not ask the same person for additional details. In in-
cremental route descriptions given by a ’co-pilot’, they
receive relevant route information as it is needed. In in-
cremental route descriptions, temporal constraints are
central for both the generation and following of route
descriptions. Construction of a presentation includes
a minimum of four phases: determination of new in-
formation, determination of a presentation structure,
transmission of the information, and consideration of
time the hearer will presumably require to understand
and verify the information. Furthermore, the content
nmst be presented in accordance with strengths of each
presentation mode.

Presented here is a computational model for incre-
mental route descriptions called, MOSES. Using MOSES,
we show how visually accessed information can be
used for natural language descriptions. Central to our
model is the determination of processes and represen-
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l ations which enable the system to behave in u,known
cmviroments. What we pres,:nt here~ can be vb.wed as
the foundation of., systeni which will perforn, ~rt real
situations i.e., in complex and highly dynam)c envi-
ronments. In general, HOSES determines visually ac-
cessible layout inlbrmation which is used to g~uerate
multimodal incremental route descriptions. HOSES is
implemented in LISP (CLOS).

State of the art

Two topics related to the area of route descriptions
which have been investigated by several researchers are
action planning and spatial learning. The first compu-
tational model in the realm of spatial learning was the
Tour model proposed by Kuipers (cf. (Kuipers 78)).
Kuipers focuses o~, the relationship between what he
calls common sense knowledge of space and the men-
tal representation tailed, cognitive maps (of. (Kuipers
78)). The information stored in a cognitive ::,ap in-
eludes the sequence of places and paths encountered
on a route, the magnitudes of turns and distances
traveled (to some low accuracy), and the observed po-
sitions of remote landmarks. Therefore he identifies
four levels of descriptions of large-scale space: Sensori-
motoric, procedural, topological, and metrical descrip-
tions (cf (Kuipers & Levitt 88)). What he calls route
description is a sequence of actions which have the ef-
fect of moving from one place to another. The main
topic in Tour is the assimilation of spatial knowledge
into the cognitive map. Tour does not use visual per-
ception or maps as methods of obtaining information.
It also ignores how the description is presented to the
hearer.

McCalla and S,’hneider u.~e a simulated taxidriver
called, ELMER, i.. a sin. ,ted dyne, tic env "onment
to present their approach of planni.g a route ((Me-
Calla & Schneider 79)). Elliott and Lesk performed
two experiments to investigate how people select a
route (cf. (Elliott & Lesk 82)). Habel proposed 
model for route descriptions (eft (Habel 87)) based
on approaches presented by Klein (cf. (Klein 83))
and Wunderlich/Reinelt (cf. (Wunderlich & Reinelt
82)). Habel presented a formalization of how ob-
jects can be represented by a representation formal-

ism which he calls referential network. Leiser and Zil-
bershatz (cf. (Leiser & Zilbershatz 89)) determined
a computational model for spatial network learning.
This model, THE TRAVELLER, is based on psycho-
logical investigations by Pailhous (cf. (Pailhous 70)).
The area of route descriptions is also used for inves-
tigation of the relationship between navigation and
environmental learning (eg., (Piaget & Inhelder 67;
Siegel ~5 White 75)). Experiments were performed 
order to test the human ability to learn about spa-
tial enviroments. From the results of these experi-
ments, Gopal et al. (cf. (Gopal et al. 89)) developed 
psychological oriented model of environmental learning
through navigation.

The model

From a phenomenological point of view, we can de-
termine two major phases during the generation of
route descriptions. First, the agent AG looks for an
appropriate path between the starting point and desti-
nation. This is called wayfinding. AG can use different
media. The most common being maps or mental rep-
resentations. After the determination of the next path
segment, AG describes the route. Usually this descrip-
tion is dominated by speech and spontaneous gestures
but can also include sketches. While AG moves through
the environment giving step-by-step descriptions, AG
describes landmarks, regions, and spatial relations ob-
served visually. AG also describes actions, such as turn
right at the next crossing. We assume that AG has had
no experience in the given environment. AG must use
a map to find the path. While describing a non-trivial
route, AG often switches between the wayfinding phase
and the presentation phase. We therefore assume a
central planning process which controls interaction be-
tween both phases.

We have developed a model of the incremental route
description process ((Maafl 93; Maafl 94)). Its 
eral architecture consists of a visual perception pro-
cess, a wayfinding process, a planning process, and
generation processes. The wayfinding process models
the human ability to look for a route while using a
map and information received visually. Interactions
between visual perception, wayfinding and presenta-
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tion processes are supervised and coordinated by a
planning process (see figure 1). In general, all subpro-
cesses depend on temporal aspects with respect to the
communication coordination, on presumed properties
of the questioner, and on environmental parameters
such ms weather, time, and brightness.

Associated with each process are unique represen-
tation structures. Visual perception receives informa-
tion from the current environment. We follow Neisser’s
proposal that the visual perception is led by schemata
which enable us to select information even in complex
and dynamic environments ((Neisser 76)). We use 
term visual percept to denote an object-oriented repre-
sentation structure (see fig-re 2). Therefore it seems
to be reasonable ~o consider ~mly approximated shape
properties of an object wlwn computing spatial rela-
tions (cf. (Landat, c¢ Jacke,,!Jff 93)). In most cases, 
is sufficient to approximate the object to be localized
wit/, its center of gravity, because its position is the
only necessary information that counts for the appli-
cability of the spatial relation. In our system we are
using the following simplifications at the moment:

(1) Center of gravity. (2) 20 representation: The
base of each object (Necessary when perceiving objects
from a bird eye’s view, e.g., in maps). (3) Smallest
circumscribing rectangle (4) Smallest circumscribing
right parallelepiped (5) 3D representation: The com-
plete description of an object, Beside a geometric rep-
resentation, the representation of an object integrates
a conceptual representation which includes sizo color,
and intrinsic prov.’rties of the obj¢:ct (cf. (G. p 94;
Gapp & Maal3 9,1)).

The wayfindin:~ I)lOCeSV .xtracts i);,ttl illfO i~ ttion
from a map. We also use ;t dualist.i,: repres¢,, ntion.
On one hand, AG has survey information for the whole
path necessary to keep track of a global orientation and
to provide abstract information about distance to the
destination. On the other hand, AG matches this gen-
eral information into an exact topographical partition
of the path which leads hG’s movement and description
in the current time interval.

Spatial information from maps and observation is in-
tegrated by the planning process into a central spatial

representation structure called, segment. Because of
the incrementality of the whole process, this structure
is extended step-by-step. Using this representation,
the planning process extracts object information and
relates relevant objects with one another to produce
a presentation structure. This presentation structure
determines the content of the verbal and gestic descrip-
tion.

Conclusion
For the integration of visual perception and natural
language we have presented a computational approach
in the area of incremental route descriptions. Al-
though this is only a step towards integration of both
fields, we have shortly presented how visually accessi-
ble knowledge of landmarks and knowledge of routes
can be related to one another to act in the current
environment. Specifically, we have focused on those
processes and representations involved when generat-
ing incremental route descriptions: visual perception,
wayfinding, planning, and presentation. The multi-
agent architecture of our model is composed of two
types of processes, processes which run continuously
and those which are activated by demand. Within the
spatial representation landmarks and routes are inter-
related, and spatial relations are established. In order
to give an adequate description, the presentation plan-
ner selects part of the obtained spatial information.
The planner determines the contents of the descrip-
tion. The content is used by the activated speech and
gesture generator for coustruction of the description.

The general visual identification process, specifically
the determination of salience criteria, will be focused in
the future. In addition, we will investigate how changes
in the environment and movement of the speaker in-
fluence his/her behaviour in a physical world.
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